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Research summary: External stakeholders frequently attempt to influence organizations’ adop-
tion of new practices through the creation of public ratings. Based on the insights of performance
feedback theory, we develop the theory of organizational reactions to external ratings to explain
how firms’ behaviors depend on their rating scores and their profitability. A central issue in our
theory is the conflict between established internal goals and goals introduced by public ratings,
with public ratings receiving lower priority than established profitability goals. Our theory sug-
gests that, contrary to the expectations of the external stakeholders, firms targeted for criticism by
ratings become less likely to adopt corresponding practices when their profitability is below aspi-
rations. These arguments are supported in data on the diffusion of corporate governance practices
in Canada.

Managerial summary: Firms and their products are rated and ranked by external agencies rang-
ing from Consumer Reports to magazine rankings of admired, environmental, or well-governed
companies. We investigate whether such ratings affect firm behaviors, and especially whether they
can incentivize poorly rated firms to improve their ranking when these firms’ profitability is also
low. Using the leading corporate governance ranking in Canada, we find that rankings could
have adverse effects: when firms have both poor governance ranking and poor profitability they
are less likely to adopt governance practices, contrary to the ranking creators’ intentions. The
findings show that there is a hierarchy of firms’ goals, where the goal of profitability comes ahead
of other goals imposed by external agencies through ratings and rankings. Copyright © 2016
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

There has been a proliferation of rating and rank-
ing systems to gauge and compare organizations’
adoption of certain practices, such as environmen-
tal standards (Chatterji and Toffel, 2010), corporate
governance initiatives (Shipilov, Greve, and Row-
ley, 2010), and fair employment contracts (Briscoe
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and Safford, 2008). Many creators of these rankings
employ them to harness the mechanism of “reactiv-
ity” (Espeland and Sauder, 2007); i.e., the change
in behavior that occurs as a result of a subject being
measured. Publishing ratings lets the stakeholders
advocating new practices keep track of who adopts
these practices and who does not. Stakeholders also
use these ratings as tournaments by producing rank-
ings of firms with respect to their ratings. Such
stakeholders expect reactivity to influence orga-
nizations that would not adopt specific practices
were it not for the public critique and shaming
associated with low ratings constructed to penalize
nonadopters. Given the capacity of rankings to enact
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intended and unintended changes, reactivity to them
deserves closer scholarly attention (Espeland and
Sauder, 2007), and there is a need to understand how
organizations react to rankings, which are increas-
ingly used as an influence strategy by external stake-
holders (Chatterji and Toffel, 2010).

Initial research has examined reactivity to rank-
ings, illustrating variations in how organizations
respond to their positions (e.g., Espeland and
Sauder, 2007) and collectively offering divergent
findings. In a study of firms’ responses to the ratings
of their environmental practices, Chatterji and Tof-
fel (2010) find that lower rated firms tend to adopt
practices and behaviors that improve ratings more
than higher rated firms. This finding is consistent
with the expectations of stakeholders producing
rating systems. However, Elsbach and Kramer’s
(1996) investigation of how business schools
respond to BusinessWeek rankings indicates that
poorly ranked schools seek to discredit the ranking
system rather than take steps to improve their
rankings. Similar findings are reported in a study
of law school administrators’ responses to their
rankings (Sauder and Espeland, 2009). It is difficult
to conclude from these two studies that schools at
the bottom of the rankings will all pursue actions to
improve their positions, as is the case in Chatterji
and Toffel’s (2010) examination of environmental
practice ratings. Indeed, logical extension leads to
the opposite conclusion—schools at the bottom
of the rankings are the least likely to adopt the
practices that might enhance their positions.

Our goal is to reconcile these differences using
the insights from the behavioral theory of the firm
(Cyert and March, 1963), performance feedback
theory and research on the impact of governance
practices (Daines, Gow, and Larcker, 2010). As
research on performance feedback suggests (e.g.,
Greve, 2003b), firms allocate resources to adopt
practices in response to the gaps between their
performance and aspiration levels. Firms cannot
address all performance indicators at the same time,
so they pick which goals they attend to and which
they ignore. Meeting financial aspirations, such
as profitability, is the principal goal of organiza-
tions and all other goals will be secondary, espe-
cially when the achievement of other goals requires
diversion of resources from improving profitability
(Greve, 2008). Reacting to an externally imposed
goal, such as the position on a governance rating,
will be less important for the firm than reacting to
its financial performance shortfalls. Our principal

prediction and finding is that firms with both poor
profitability and poor performance on the exter-
nal ratings will be the least likely to adopt the
rating-consistent practices. Thus, the firms’ reactiv-
ity to a low position on the external ratings will be
conditioned upon their financial performance.

Overall, our study describes organizational pro-
cesses that predict some firms’ persistent rejection
of practices promulgated through rating mecha-
nisms and explains the heterogeneity of practice
adoption that is often observed despite stakeholder
pressures. We attempt to settle the debate on the effi-
cacy of the rating systems (e.g., Chatterji and Toffel,
2010; Sauder and Espeland, 2009) by showing that
the mixed findings could be driven by the adverse
effects of ratings on the adoptions of poorly rated
firms. That is, public ratings may prevent poorly
rated firms that also exhibit poor financial perfor-
mance from adopting the practices promoted by the
ratings’ creators. Restated, ratings could be poor
influence strategies: if stakeholders want a particu-
lar unprofitable company to adopt a set of practices
with uncertain links to performance, the strategy of
publicly shaming this company through ratings may
backfire. Consequently, to the extent a study sample
is dominated by poorly rated firms that also have
poor financial performance, one would see more
resistance to the adoption of rating-consistent prac-
tices relative to studies mostly based on highly rated
firms or firms with superior financial performance.

We also contribute to performance feedback the-
ory, which has focused on studying firms’ reactions
to commonly agreed goals, such as profitability,
but has overlooked both how new goals emerge in
the organizations’ environment and how organiza-
tions set their aspirations levels differently depend-
ing on differences in goals (Gavetti et al., 2012;
Shinkle, 2012). Specifically, given the tensions
between stakeholders, raters, and firms regarding
the ambiguous impact of ratings-consistent prac-
tices on the firms’ outcomes (Daines et al., 2010),
the evaluation of the firm’s success on the rating
will have a significantly greater social comparison
component than the evaluation of the firm’s success
based on profitability.

RATINGS, RANKINGS,
AND REACTIVITY

The past 40 years have seen a proliferation of
quantitative performance measures. The spread of
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quantification is linked to efforts to mitigate conflict
and overcome distrust between different stakehold-
ers (Porter, 1995). The wide diffusion of rating and
ranking systems (e.g., Chatterji and Toffel, 2010),
as well as the variety of certification mechanisms
created to better inform consumers and other stake-
holders about their choices (Bartley and Schneiberg,
2002; Schneiberg and Bartley, 2001), is one mani-
festation of this trend. Many ratings, such as those
of the quality of educational institutions or those
of companies’ environmental impact, are created
to provide accessible information to the consumers
and other stakeholders as well as to influence behav-
ior of rated organizations. Examples of ratings
involve comparisons of corporate governance prac-
tices by Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS)
in the U.S., Board Shareholder Confidence Index
(BSCI) in Canada, and the Governance, Account-
ability, Management Metrics & Analysis score
compiled by Standard & Poor’s. Other examples
of ratings produced by stakeholder groups with the
specific intention to alter the behavior of rated com-
panies are Green America’s Retailer Scorecard (cre-
ated to reduce use of sweatshop manufacturing)
and the Reputation Institute’s CSR RepTrack rating
(created to spread corporate social responsibility
practices). Overall, these ratings have the potential
to become important indicators of organizational
reputation with respect to the specific goals that the
ratings are trying to attain (Fombrun and Shanley,
1990; Rindova et al., 2005).

Do ratings matter for organizational outcomes?
Studies of corporate governance accumulated per-
haps the most impressive body of research exam-
ining the impact of attaining different scores on
rankings for the performance of ranked organiza-
tions. Yet, these findings have been mixed. For
example, La Porta et al. (1998) have produced an
index of shareholder protections in different coun-
tries and shown positive correlations between this
index and economic growth or market capitaliza-
tion. Gompers, Ishii, and Metrick (2003) generated
a firm governance score (the G-score), which they
show to be associated with superior future share-
holder returns of the firms. Yet, other scholars have
shown no effect of these measures on firm outcomes
(Core, Guay, and Rusticus, 2006; Johnson, Moor-
man, and Sorescu, 2009). Daines et al. (2010) pro-
vide a comprehensive examination of the impact of
various ratings made by commercial agencies (as
opposed to the ratings produced by the academic
researchers) on firms’ performance. This study also

shows that the effects of most commercial gover-
nance ratings on firm performance are either weak
or nonexistent. Collectively, the results are incon-
clusive, which may be attributed to the fact that the
combination of practices positively related to per-
formance differs across firms, as “the most effective
governance system depends on the context and on
the firm’s specific circumstances” (Bhagat, Bolton,
and Romano, 2008:1803). The same could be said
about other ratings, such as those produced to eval-
uate the quality of education in business schools
or the strength of corporation’s social responsibility
efforts: it is extremely difficult to construct a gen-
eral metric that unambiguously predicts the future
performance of all organizations.

As Daines et al. (2010) remind us, ratings can be
associated with significant tensions between stake-
holders, such as the raters and the rated companies.
First (p. 440), “it is possible that corporate gover-
nance is an endogenous choice by firms that …
adjust the costs and benefits of these governance
choices.” The implication, which goes beyond cor-
porate governance research, is that firms may cherry
pick different sets of practices, which could be influ-
enced by both these firms’ position on the rating
and by other performance indicators. Second, the
ambiguous link between rating-specific practices
and firm outcomes (like firm value, operating per-
formance) may cause rated firms to react differ-
ently to the rating-specific goals as compared to
more familiar goals, such as profitability. Specifi-
cally, firms may face higher uncertainty in reacting
to ratings-related goals as opposed to familiar prof-
itability goals. Third, rated firms might try to manip-
ulate the raters by explicitly hiring them to improve
their rating position or, more subtly, hire the raters
for nonratings related business with an understand-
ing that this should soften the raters’ stance toward
the rated firms. Finally, firms may be faced with
multiple ratings that have low correlation between
each other and it is not clear which rating the firm
has to respond. Given these tensions, the under-
standing of how firms react to ratings, and the con-
ditions influencing reactivity, remain elusive.

Despite these challenges, ratings remain theoret-
ically interesting because they introduce new per-
formance goals that coexist with more established
goals, such as firm profitability. We do not know
how organizations react to multiple goals, espe-
cially when one of them (i.e. position on a ranking)
has a highly ambiguous effect on firm perfor-
mance. Practically speaking, external stakeholders
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(i.e., media, activist investors, NGOs, governments,
or pan-governmental organizations) use ratings as
influence strategies to induce desired behavior from
the companies. To the extent that ratings influence
adoption as expected, the external stakeholders can
claim to have succeeded in their strategizing. Yet if
ratings do not work, especially for firms that were
supposed to respond to them more strongly than
the others, then the external stakeholders’ influence
strategies based on ratings have failed.

Ratings seek to influence those who are rated
through the phenomenon of reactivity: changes in
the behaviors that rankings and rating systems can
produce in individuals or organizations. Sauder and
Espeland (2009) suggest that ratings are powerful
enablers of reactivity because they facilitate surveil-
lance and normalization in the rated populations.
Surveillance refers to ratings’ ability to magnify on
a regular basis the reputations (positive or negative)
of those who are ranked. Normalization refers to
the fact that ratings define a class of actors as the
same and use normative criteria to establish individ-
ual differences among them. For example, rankings
of the business schools published by the business
press are annual events that draw attention from a
vast number of stakeholders, who compare differ-
ent schools based on preset criteria and can judge
whether positions of particular schools improved
or deteriorated as compared to the previous rank-
ings. Top placements in the rankings are “positional
goods,” which are “sought after less because of any
absolute property they possess than because they
[allow their holders to compare] favorably with oth-
ers in their own class” (Frank, 1985: 7).

It is tempting to assume that reactivity enables
ratings to be used strategically as influence devices.
For example, if a group of stakeholders wants to
promulgate a set of organizational practices inter-
connected by common goals, they can create a
rating where the companies that have these prac-
tices are scored higher, while companies that do
not have them are scored lower. These scores are
often publicized broadly, high-scoring companies
are praised and rewarded, and low-scoring compa-
nies are shamed and pressured to adopt both the
goals underlying the rating and the corresponding
practices. Yet the hypothesis that low ratings pro-
duce the desired response from the firms is yet
to receive clear support. For example, in a study
of responses of U.S. companies to their ratings
based on the environmental impact, Chatterji and
Toffel (2010) indeed find that the lowest rated firms

tended to improve their environmental performance
more than the highest rated firms, yet this effect
was mostly localized to firms in industries with
high environmental regulation. King and Lenox
(2000) produce similar findings: firms that do not
gain reputational benefits through membership in
the industry’s responsible care program are more
likely to reduce pollution emissions than member
firms. However, administrators of the law schools
faced with the rankings from the US News and
World Report chose a variety of responses, some of
which involved claims of how their organizations
should not be concerned with the factors that allow
higher scores on the rankings (Espeland and Sauder,
2007). Similar behaviors were observed among the
administrators of the business schools at the time
of the introduction of the Business Week rankings
(Elsbach and Kramer, 1996). The latter two studies
suggest that decision makers in some underperform-
ing organizations do not adopt goals underlying the
rating but instead retrench into behaviors that the
rating was supposed to alter.

These divergent findings are surprising, as rat-
ings can affect the firms’ reputation. High scores
on a rating may mean positive reputation, whereas
low scores mean negative reputation for the goals
that the ratings are created to promote. Firms do
care about their reputations because they may have
indirect performance consequences (Fombrun and
Shanley, 1990; Rindova et al., 2005) and see reputa-
tions as a result of multidimensional assessments by
stakeholders (Bermiss, Zajac, and King, 2014). Yet,
when ratings are not established and there are sig-
nificant tensions between the stakeholders, raters,
and the rated firms (Daines et al., 2010), factors
other than the reputational considerations will affect
the adoption behaviors of low-rated firms. Under
these conditions, the behaviors of low-rated firms
may be affected not as much by their search for
positive reputation as by other influences, such as
the perceived costs of adopting ratings-consistent
practices. These costs become apparent due to the
ratings’ induced surveillance and normalization: by
creating artificial rankings and reference groups,
ratings magnify not only the positive or negative
reputations of those who are rated, but also high-
light extra costs that low-ranked firms have to incur
in order to achieve at least the average position.

Furthermore, decision makers are faced with a
plethora of business goals, and there are other goals
that attract executives’ attention more than those
promulgated by the rating. When low-ranked firms
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also face performance shortfalls associated with
other goals deemed important (e.g., financial goals),
they face trade-offs concerning how to allocate
resources. This is an unintended consequence of the
costs created by the disputed ratings.

To examine these issues systematically, we
develop a theory of firms’ reactivity to ratings
by applying insights from performance feedback
theory. Performance feedback theory provides a
conceptual apparatus—validated by both archival
(Greve, 2003b) and experimental research (Audia,
Locke, and Smith, 2000)—needed to evaluate
conditions under which firms will engage in search
behavior and adopt (or resist) new practices as a
function of their performance relative to a reference
level. It also provides insights into the hierarchies
of goals in organizations and how firms construct
their reference points (aspiration levels), which
then are used for comparing the actual state of
performance to the desired one.

Performance feedback and aspirations
on multiple goals

The concept of “aspiration level” is the cornerstone
of performance feedback theory. It is defined as the
borderline between perceived success and failure on
a goal dimension (Cyert and March, 1963; Schnei-
der, 1992). Although it is usually applied to goals
accepted by the focal actor, it can also refer to a
goal imposed by external actors (Locke, Latham,
and Erez, 1988). Comparison of a firm’s perfor-
mance to its reference group defines whether it per-
forms below or above aspirations (Greve, 1998;
Lant, 1992)1. One of the principal insights of perfor-
mance feedback research is that performance below
aspirations draws attention from the top manage-
ment, more so than performance above aspirations
(Gavetti et al., 2012; Greve, 2003b).

The publication of firms’ relative positions
with respect to a rating system influences firms’
reputations—positively or negatively. For a firm
receiving a low score, the rating makes painfully
clear what the reference group is and how far
below the average it finds itself. As reputations
are valuable, ratings that affect them can pro-
duce organizational pressures to change and, in

1 Performance feedback theory usually treats the term “aspiration
level” as a threshold of performance that firms seek to achieve, but
in our theory firms simply use it as a benchmark to compare their
performance on the ranking with that of others. Not all firms will
seek (or “aspire”) to achieve this benchmark.

particular, to adopt the practices that these rankings
are designed to promote. However, until ratings
become established as unambiguously influential
for the reputations of all firms, effects of rankings
will differ greatly by firm (Audia and Brion, 2007;
Audia, Brion, and Greve, 2015).

While rankings create external goals, perfor-
mance feedback research suggests that these goals
will be subordinate to other goals. For example,
shareholders will require a satisfactory level of
financial performance before they consider other
concerns such as the well-known managerial pref-
erence for growth (Greve, 2008). Even broad mea-
sures of firm reputation based on the Fortune
500 rankings place primary emphasis on prof-
itability over other goals (Bermiss et al., 2014).
Consistent with these observations, performance
feedback research illustrates that financial goals,
usually operationalized as profitability (Shinkle,
2012), are more important than any other organi-
zational goals precisely because of profitability’s
commonly agreed-upon nature. If the firm does not
generate satisfactory financial results, it will sim-
ply not be viable for very long, so profitability is
critical. Performance below aspirations on financial
goals causes search for alternative actions in the
form of new practice adoption. For example, market
share below aspiration levels in contexts where mar-
ket share is a close correlate of profitability caused
format changes for radio stations (Greve, 1998).
Lower return on assets (ROA) relative to aspira-
tion levels caused organizations to engage more in
innovations (Greve, 2003a), change strategic posi-
tioning (Park, 2007), or pursue acquisitions (Iyer
and Miller, 2008). This range of outcomes testi-
fies to the power of profitability in shaping man-
agerial action, as it ensures firm survival, increases
managerial compensation, and is an indicator of
long term prospects (Chin, Hambrick, and Treviño,
2013; Orlitzky, Schmidt, and Rynes, 2003).

When a firm simultaneously performs both below
aspirations on ratings and below aspirations on
profitability, it faces trade-offs regarding how to
allocate time and resources. And, given the pri-
macy of profitability, firms facing these condi-
tions are less motivated to improve their rating.
The more immediate need to improve profitability
will reduce decision-makers’ willingness to invest
attention and resources into adopting practices
artificially imposed on them by the rating system’s
creators precisely because ratings are only loosely
(at best) linked to firms’ performance outcomes,
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such as the firm’s market value (Bhagat et al., 2008;
Daines et al., 2010) or long term survival. In addi-
tion, the lower its relative ranking, the more it
will become apparent that the firm needs to divert
resources and attention to achieve even modest rat-
ing improvements. Under these conditions, man-
agers will explicitly diminish the ratings’ system
legitimacy as something that they cannot satisfy
and will communicate the need to focus atten-
tion on the actions needed to improve financials.
This rhetoric will sway resources away from adopt-
ing practices to address the unwanted low ratings
(Sauder and Espeland, 2009). For example, a firm
with poor governance rating that is also struggling
financially will actively resist splitting the CEO
from the board chairman position or recruiting inde-
pendent directors, arguing that the logic of board
independence contains practices that are not appro-
priate for their “unique” firm. Managers in this
firm will argue that searching for (and adapting to)
the new chairman and independent directors will
take valuable time and resources away from fixing
the immediate profitability problems, hence they
should be avoided. Even if the firm could make
adjustments in other areas (e.g., by relinquishing
the dual share structure), this will amount to the
implicit acknowledgement that it agrees with the
importance of improving its governance consistent
with the rating’s goals. Hence managers will resist
all ratings-consistent practices to delegitimize its
logic for their firm as a whole. These firms will
also see a dilution of external pressure to adopt
rating-consistent practices. Financial problems will
lead external stakeholders (e.g., shareholders and
analysts) to put less emphasis on external ratings,
preferring firms to focus on improving profitabil-
ity, especially when the firms’ managers actively
undermine the legitimacy of the ratings for their
specific firm. Under these conditions, firms will
invest in making changes in the areas that its execu-
tives and external stakeholders see as more directly
related to financial performance (e.g., investing in
innovation, changing market presence, finding new
alliance partners). Thus, the response to falling
below aspirations on both profitability and ratings
is to emphasize that fixing profitability comes first
in both priority and timing. Therefore, we propose:

Hypothesis 1: An organization is less likely
to adopt a practice if its performance on a
rating promoting this practice is below that of its

aspiration level and its profitability is also below
aspirations.

Given the tensions caused by weak or nonex-
istent links between the external ratings and
firm outcomes (Daines et al., 2010), firms are
likely to set their aspirations differently based
on the rating-specific goals as compared to
profitability-related goals. According to the per-
formance feedback theory, there are two types of
aspirations: historical and social (Greve, 1998).
Reliance on historical aspirations means that the
firm uses its own past performance as a refer-
ence. Reliance on social aspirations means that
the firm uses the performance of the peer group
as a reference (Baum et al., 2005). Historical
aspirations would be less relevant than social
aspirations to the decision makers reacting to their
positions on the ratings. Ratings are imposed by
outside stakeholders at a specific point in time
and represent a discontinuity in the evaluation
of the organization because it gets a new goal.
The discontinuity implies that the organization is
without a historical record of past ratings, and even
after the initial period of the ratings’ introduction,
its record will be shorter than that of established
goals such as financial performance. Furthermore,
as there is little systematic effect of ratings on
firms’ outcomes, such as the long term viability,
it will not be clear what changes in the firms’
positions relative to their own past positions really
mean. Finally, ratings expressed as ranked lists
are intrinsically comparative, making a social
aspiration most relevant for how the management
assesses the firm rating.

For profitability, in contrast, both historical and
social aspirations are well defined. Decision mak-
ers have long records of their firms’ profitability.
They can also compare their profitability to that of
their peers (Argote and Greve, 2007; Greve, 1998,
2003b; Harris and Bromiley, 2007; Miller and Chen,
2004), and they know what current changes in ROA
relative to their past ROA mean for the long term
viability of their companies (Chin et al., 2013; Orl-
itzky et al., 2003).

Given that there are limits to the executives’
attention (Gavetti et al., 2012), they have a finite
attention span when responding to a particular per-
formance goal. Hence, the existence of a clear social
benchmark and the lack of meaningful historical
benchmarks for rating goals contrasted with the
presence of clear benchmarks for both social and
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historical comparisons for profitability goals means
the evaluation of the firm’s success on the rating
will have a significantly greater social comparison
component than the evaluation of the firm’s success
based on profitability. Indeed, rating systems are
designed specifically for social comparisons as the
creators report ratings for multiple organizations,
intending to motivate relatively low-rated firms to
improve. More formally:

Hypothesis 2: Firms will pay more attention to
social aspirations when evaluating their perfor-
mance on external ratings than when evaluating
their profitability.

CONTEXT, DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The board of directors oversees the actions of man-
agement on behalf of public corporation sharehold-
ers. Corporate scandals triggered concrete actions
in different countries to enact “board reform” (i.e.,
the set of practices that shift the balance of power in
the company from the management to the boards).
Canada was not an exception. In the early 2000s,
to enact changes in the companies’ governance,
the three key stakeholders—Ontario Teachers’ Pen-
sion Plan (OTPP), a large institutional investor; the
Canadian Coalition for Good Governance (CCGG),
a newly formed investors’ trade association; and
The Globe and Mail, Canada’s principal business
newspaper—commissioned research to score cor-
porations’ board practices. The Canadian setting
provides a good environment for studying firms’
reactivity to governance ratings relative to other
markets, such as United States, in which ratings are
influenced by multiple tensions between the raters
and the firms that could bias the estimation.

The rating was conducted by the Clarkson Cen-
tre for Board Effectiveness at the University of
Toronto. Beginning in the 2001, the Clarkson Cen-
tre examined annual reports and proxy statements in
order to score the governance practices of each cor-
poration in the Toronto Stock Exchange Index. The
results were used to calculate the Board Shareholder
Confidence Index (BSCI); starting from 2003 the
scores were published on the Center’s website. The
Globe and Mail also published these scores. A
major reason for attention from external stakehold-
ers was the fact that there were no comprehensive
ratings of governance in Canadian companies in the
early 2000s. Major U.S. private companies, such as

the Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), did not
provide comprehensive coverage of the Canadian
market, so the Clarkson Center ratings were unique.
Hence, Canadian context helps us rule out one
major tension between the raters and the rated firms
that is endemic in the United States (Daines et al,
2010): whereas U.S. companies could potentially
respond to multiple loosely correlated governance
ratings, Canadian companies had to respond to a
single well-publicized one.

The interest from multiple external
stakeholders—OTPP, CCGG and the Globe
and Mail—helped ensure their mutual oversight,
helping the center to remain independent of outside
influence. The Canadian Coalition of Good Gover-
nance was a not-for profit organization comprising
major Canadian institutional investors and the
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan was the biggest
institutional investor in the country. Both OTPP
and CCGG were interested in pushing the board
reform agenda, thus they secured financial support
for the Clarkson Center. The commitment to fund
the Center was made conditional upon the Center’s
independence in determining the practices to rate
as well as the weights assigned to each practice. To
address independence issues, the Clarkson Centre
had no funding for the governance rating system
from companies that received ratings. In addition,
the funding from OTPP, CCGG, and the Globe and
Mail ensured that the Center was not relying on
consulting services to rated companies. Hence, the
Canadian context helps overcome another common
tension between the rated firms and the raters:
whereas U.S. rating agencies could be hired to
advise their clients on the improvement of the rating
position or to do related business (Daines et al.,
2010), which would be a source of noise in any
statistical model, Clarkson Center’s governance
made this impossible.

For transparency, the Clarkson Center published
the weights it assigned to individual practices on
its website, whereas ISS’ weighting scheme for the
factors was not public (although ISS did list the spe-
cific factors it took into account when determining
its governance score)2. In addition, unlike several
rating systems in the United States, the Clarkson
Centre used proxy statements and annual reports to

2 While comparable ISS scores did not exist in the early 2000s, we
were able to compare the latest available BSCI scores with ISS
scores. The correlation was 0.76, suggesting that they are based
on a comparable sets of practices.
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collect data rather than self-report surveys, which
resulted in fewer errors.

To ascertain whether the BSCI ratings were
relevant to decision makers, we interviewed CEOs
and Board Chairs. One interviewee addressed the
question of our rating’s relevance by stating, “We
use the BSCI rating as a trigger to make board
recommendations.… It is a very useful bench-
mark.” Indeed, another respondent commented
that after the publication of several BSCI ratings
over the years, the board “asked the corporate
secretary to analyze the ratings and provide a report
on [the company’s] progress relative to our main
competitors.” We present other interview quotes in
Appendix 1 in File S1.

Sample and data collection

We obtained access to the Clarkson Centre’s Board
Shareholder Confidence Index for 2001–2010 and
to the data on Canadian companies’ adoption of
governance practices for the same period. Infor-
mation on the adoption of practices was collected
by the Clarkson Centre from the companies’
annual proxy statements. The sample of companies
covered by the BSCI consisted of those included in
the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) Index, which
comprised about 200 Canadian companies in each
year. The Index is constructed by Standard &
Poor’s, which periodically reviews its composition.
We also collected data on director attributes, orga-
nization characteristics (e.g., size and industry of
operations), and performance from COMPUSTAT,
Thomson One Banker, and Bloomberg Professional
Service.

Data organization and dependent variable

Our dependent variable is firm adoption of gov-
ernance practices in line with the logic of board
reform; these are the same practices used by
the Clarkson Centre to construct the BSCI. As
described below, the analysis is set up so that each
practice is tracked separately, but the adoptions
are pooled in the analysis. There are 11 practices,
concerning board structure, evaluation process,
and share and ownership structure. The first set
comprised four structural practices. (1) Board inde-
pendence. Relationships with management increase
the risk that a director will place the interests of
executives before those of shareholders. The BSCI
considered the corporate board to be independent

(i.e., dominated by outsiders without connections
to the firm’s management) when at least two thirds
of its directors were independent. (2) and (3)
Independence of audit and compensation commit-
tees. The BSCI coded the audit and compensation
committees (individually) as independent if all
committee members were independent directors.
(4) Board chair and CEO split. When the CEO and
board chair positions are not separate, it is more
difficult for the board to operate independently of
management influence. The BSCI considered the
organization to qualify on this criterion if the CEO
and chair positions were occupied by different
individuals—unless they had a kinship relation.

The second set of practices was performance
evaluations. (5) Director evaluation involved
peer-to-peer assessment of each director’s per-
formance, usually on an annual basis. (6) Board
evaluation was also based on directors’ assessments
and focused on the quality of board meetings, board
information packages, the chair’s leadership, and
specific board processes.

The third set consisted of five equity-related prac-
tices. (7) Director stock ownership captured the
alignment of interests between directors and the
company, a primary goal of board reform that could
be achieved by increasing the portion of directors’
compensation paid via company shares. The BSCI
coded the company as having adopted this prac-
tice if the average value of share ownership by
the company’s directors exceeded four times their
annual retainer. (8) Dual share structure is based
on the rationale that board effectiveness increases
when shareholders can influence its decisions by
voting—influence that is diminished when only
some shares qualify as “voting” shares. A company
was viewed by the BSCI as not having a dual share
structure, and thus as enabling the influence of com-
mon shareholders, when more than 50 percent of its
equity controlled more than 50 percent of the votes.
(9) Share dilution occurs when options granted
to executives and directors make up a significant
proportion of the outstanding shares, thus diluting
returns that would otherwise go to the sharehold-
ers and so running counter to board reform logic.
A company was scored as exhibiting share dilu-
tion unless options granted to directors and man-
agers constituted no more than ten percent (resp.,
five percent) of the company’s outstanding shares.
(10) Option Repricing. When a company’s share
performance has suffered, the cost of exercising
directors’ stock options can be greater than the cost
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of purchasing stock at market value. In this case
a company may decide to lower the exercise price
in order to align it with the market value of the
stock, and such repricing is seen as relieving direc-
tors of their responsibility for the company’s perfor-
mance. A company was considered not to exhibit
option repricing if it had not lowered the exercise
price within the preceding three years. (11) Align-
ment between CEO compensation and share price
is a responsibility of the directors, and it should
reflect (as dictated by board reform logic) the com-
pany’s actual performance. A company was coded
for proper alignment if CEO compensation did not
increase by more than 25 percent following a year
during which the firm’s share price decreased by
more than 25 percent.

Each practice defined by the BSCI yielded an
indicator variable, labeled Adopt= 1 if the focal
company adopted a given practice in a particular
year (and 0 otherwise). Following Shipilov et al.
(2010), we pooled our data by “stacking” the
matrices of single-practice diffusion regressions
into one large matrix (see also Shipan and Volden,
2006; Wei, Lin, and Weissfeld, 1989). The firm
has an observation on that practice for each year
in which it did not yet use the practice. Once an
organization has adopted a practice, it can no longer
generate an observation for that practice. Our data
structure therefore consists of firm-year-practice
observations.

Independent and control variables

Our profitability and rating performance measures
were firms’ ROA and BSCI, respectively; the for-
mer measure was obtained from COMPUSTAT and
the latter from the Clarkson Centre. The BSCI score
ranged between 0 and 100 points, with higher scores
indicating better governance.

Studies that directly examined aspiration level
updating have found evidence of a historical aspi-
ration level that is updated by each period’s perfor-
mance (Lant, 1992; Lant and Montgomery, 1987).
We used the following formula to compute histori-
cal aspiration levels for ROA and BSCI:

Historicalaspirationst = (1–a)
(
Historicalaspirationst–1) + a(Performancet–1

)

(1)

Here Performancet–1 is the ROA (or BSCI) at
time t – 1, and a is a number (between 0 and 1) that

represents the weight given to the immediate prior
performance3. If the historical aspiration level is
weighted more toward recent performance, then
it will adjust quickly to short-term performance
variations; if it is weighted more toward past
performance, which is captured by Historical aspi-
rationst–1, then short-term performance variations
have little impact. In our model, we set a= 0.5,
which meant that we gave equal weight to past
performance and aspirations. However, because last
year’s (e.g., t – 1) historical aspirations incorporate
previous historical aspirations and performance
(e.g., both in t – 2), the current historical aspirations
are recursive and capture past historical aspirations
and performance (Levinthal and March, 1981;
March, 1988).

We computed social aspirations for each firm
as the average ROA and BSCI for all firms in
the TSX Index but excluding the focal firm. Firms
are more likely to react to the performance of
similar others and so we weighted each firm’s
performance by 1/[1+w], where w was set to
0 if the two firms were in the same industry
and to 1 otherwise (Greve, 2008). We found that
this weighting gave superior model fit to equal
weight of all observations (w= 0) or high weight of
same-industry observations (w= 4).

Because firms may use historical and social aspi-
rations simultaneously (Cyert and March, 1963), we
aggregated them based on the following formula for
computing aspiration level AL:

ALt = G
(
Socialaspirationst

)
+ (1–G)

(
Historicalaspirationst

)
, (2)

where G is the weight given to social aspirations.
When G= 0, the firm’s aspirations are solely his-
torical; when G= 1, its aspirations are entirely
social.

For panel data analysis covering the period
2003–2010, the time after the ratings became pub-
lic, we used both historic and social aspirations.
We set social and historic aspirations in formula
(2) as GROA = 0.3 and GBSCI = 1.0. This was based
on our assumption that firms’ performance feed-
back on governance scores is based solely on

3 Lant (1992) refers to this formula as a geometric

lagged model because it can be rewritten as:
(∑∞

t=1 at
)-1

)
(
∑∞

t=1 at
(
Performance-t

)
). The past weight of a scaling

parameter a in any given year declines in time.
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social aspirations, because such scores are mean-
ingless without social comparisons. By contrast,
firms should rely more strongly on historical aspira-
tions than on the social aspirations when they react
to performance feedback based on the attainment
of financial goals: most firms can (at least) claim
that they have a unique strategy, and its decision
makers will react more strongly to the changes in
their own financial performance, while implement-
ing that strategy, than to the changes of the per-
formance of other firms. We performed a series of
sensitivity checks on these parameters, as reported
below.

We computed separate AL values based on ROA
and BSCI and then subtracted them from actual
ROA and BSCI to yield performance relative to
the aspiration level. To enable comparison of slopes
above and below aspiration level, we used a spline
specification by splitting each relative performance
variable for both performance metrics into two
variables. ROA below AL equals 0 for observations
where relative performance based on ROA is greater
than 0 and equals relative performance otherwise
(thus, this variable always takes either 0 or negative
values); ROA above AL equals 0 for observations
where relative performance based on ROA is less
than 0 and equals relative performance otherwise
(this variable can be either 0 or positive). Analogous
definitions hold for the variables BSCI below AL and
BSCI above AL.

We control for factors that may also affect a
firm’s adoption of practices. For each year, follow-
ing Shipilov et al. (2010), we computed the number
of practices compatible with board reform logic that
an organization had already adopted, thus creating
the Own Practice variable. Governance in financial
institutions is especially salient given the impor-
tance of the financial sector to the overall health
of the economy, so we included the indicator vari-
able Financial Sector set to 1 if the focal firm oper-
ated in that sector (and to 0 otherwise). We used
Ln Assets to capture the stock of assets on which
firms were supposed to generate returns as a prof-
itability indicator. In all models, we also control
for the fixed effects of individual practices, in order
to accommodate practice-specific costs and benefits
that could affect their diffusion. As governance rat-
ings claim to be able to identify the “worst corporate
offenders” (Daines et al., 2010), we constructed an i
ndicator variable—Low BSCI —set to 1 if the com-
pany had a BSCI score below 25 points, with 0 oth-
erwise. Such companies would be expected to adopt

little of the board reform practices irrespective of
their performance above or below average BSCI
or ROA.

A firm might also adopt practices simply
because it shares directors with prior adopters. We
constructed affiliation matrices in which each Xij
entry denotes the number of directors in common
between firms i and j. A matrix of this type was con-
structed for each year in our observation window.
We then computed Interlock practice as a count of
the number of practices adopted by the firm’s inter-
locking partners. Centrality in a network is often
associated with early adoption of innovations and
other important performance outcomes. To capture
a firm’s position in the network of interlocking
relationships, we used the normalized eigenvector
centrality (Bonacich, 1987). We also include the
variable U.S. Cross-Listing set to 1 if the firm was
present in both Canadian and U.S. markets and 0
otherwise. Finally, the panel data analysis includes
year fixed effects to control for the effect of time
on the diffusion.

RESULTS

The basic descriptives based on the firm-practice-
year observations between 2003 and 2010 are
reported in Table 1, and the results are shown in
Table 2.

Model 1 is a baseline, Model 2 includes per-
formance on the governance rating and the prof-
itability performance above and below aspiration
levels, and Model 3 adds an interaction between
ROA and BSCI below aspirations. These are all lin-
ear probability models (LPM) with clustering at the
firm level. As our dependent variable is a dummy,
we also checked the extent to which it generates
out of range predictions. If the proportion of such
predictions is high, then LPM is not appropriate
and we need to estimate logit models. There were
only 5.96 percent of out of range predictions in
Model 3, which indicates that the LPM model is
appropriate.

In Model 3, the interaction of BSCI score and
ROA below its aspiration level has a negative
and significant coefficient supporting Hypothesis 1
(b=−0.006, SE= 0.003, p= 0.016, CI95 [−0.0011
−0.000]). That is, an organization is less likely to
adopt practices if its performance on a rating is
below its aspiration level and ROA is also below
aspirations.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for post 2003 analysis

Variable Mean Std. dev. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 Adopt 0.209 0.407 1.000
2 Financial sector 0.130 0.337 −0.060 1.000
3 Cross-listed USA 0.356 0.479 0.070 −0.052 1.000
4 Centrality 4.306 15.201 −0.092 0.575 −0.181 1.000
5 Ln Assets 16.733 3.151 −0.009 0.449 0.096 0.506 1.000
6 Low BSCI 0.047 0.211 −0.063 0.058 −0.143 0.052 0.028 1.000
7 Interlock practice 45.337 29.777 0.092 0.015 0.128 0.162 0.470 −0.055 1.000
8 Own practice 6.894 1.569 0.058 −0.082 0.163 −0.169 0.037 −0.423 0.174 1.000
9 ROA below AL −1.310 3.653 0.019 0.042 0.029 0.056 0.160 0.046 0.119 −0.076 1.000

10 ROA above AL 1.496 2.916 0.027 −0.158 −0.035 −0.109 −0.171 −0.054 −0.051 0.056 0.184
11 BSCI below AL −12.824 15.138 0.099 −0.230 0.219 −0.250 −0.188 −0.568 0.067 0.680 −0.087
12 BSCI above AL 3.267 6.006 0.100 −0.110 0.139 −0.131 −0.078 −0.121 0.096 0.561 −0.053

Variable 10 11

10 ROA above AL 1.000
11 BSCI below AL 0.090 1.000
12 BSCI above AL 0.001 0.461

N= 2,736 observations.

To test Hypothesis 2, we estimate the fit of
different regression models in which we varied
weights given to social and historic aspirations
(i.e., G in formula [2]) when computing variables
that operationalize performance feedback based on
profitability and BSCI. This approach is similar to
that adopted in the learning literature for identifying
“depreciation factors” for past experience (Baum
and Ingram, 1998), and it has been implemented in
other studies examining heterogeneity in aspiration
levels (Greve, 2002; Shipilov, Li, and Greve, 2011).
Comparing the fit of nonnested models is usually
based on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
(Raftery, 1995). In the search grid available in the
Appendix 2 in File S1, we varied the weight G
given to social (versus historical) aspirations for
both BSCI and ROA to see how well the results fit
the data as compared with the case where GROA and
GBSCI are both equal to 0.5—the baseline scenario
in which decision makers give equal weight to both
social and historical aspirations of profitability
and governance. We allowed G to vary from 0
to 1 in increments of 0.1 separately for gover-
nance and profitability aspirations, so this analysis
amounted to running a total 121 versions of Model
3, Table 2 and comparing their fit. The BIC for the
version of Model 3 in which companies equally
weighted social and historical aspirations for both
governance and profitability (i.e., GROA and GBSCI
are both equal to 0.5) was 2795, the BIC for the

version of Model 3 in which we used GROA = 0.3
and GBSCI = 1.0 (i.e., reported in Model 3, Table 2)
was 2784. The difference in BIC of greater than 6
(2795-2784= 11) provides a very strong support for
the model with the lower BIC, which is equivalent
to p< 0.05 significance levels in non-Bayesian
inference (Raftery, 1995). The lowest BIC score
(2781) in all 121 regressions was produced by
a version of Model 3 in which GROA = 0 and
GBSCI = 1.0, but its difference from the model in
which GROA = 0.3 and GBSCI = 1.0 is inconclusive
(2784-2781= 3). The difference between the model
with GROA = 0 and GBSCI = 1.0 and the reference
model in which GROA =GBSCI = 0.5 is clearly
significant (2795-2781= 14). This analysis shows
that social aspirations figure more prominently
in the firms’ decision making when they respond
to their performance feedback based on ratings
as compared to their responses to performance
feedback based on profitability (models with
GBSCI = 1 always outperform the model with
GBSCI = 0.5). However, we cannot say that firms do
not use historic aspirations at all when they react to
ROA changes because a model with GROA = 0 and
GBSCI = 1 is not significantly better than a model
with GROA = 0.3 and GBSCI = 1.

Model 4 in Table 2 reports LPM results using
GROA = 0 and GBSCI = 1.0, and in Model 5 we use
a logit estimator with the same parameters. Our
results are similar to those in Model 3.
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Table 2. Analysis of governance practice adoption post 2003

Model Model Model Model Model Model Model Model
1 2 3 4 5 6a 6b 6c

Financial sector 0.0066 0.0176 0.0239 0.0224 0.1322 0.1619 0.0239 0.2326
(0.0305) (0.0281) (0.0286) (0.0285) (0.1927) (0.2581) (0.2544) (0.3907)

Cross-listed USA 0.0177 0.0150 0.0130 0.0125 0.0475 −0.0451 0.0621 0.2576
(0.0216) (0.0213) (0.0213) (0.0210) (0.1318) (0.1426) (0.1567) (0.2482)

Centrality −0.0030 −0.0031 −0.0032 −0.0033 −0.0300 −0.0662 −0.0151 −0.0274
(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0047) (0.0152) (0.0051) (0.0114)

Ln Assets 0.0022 0.0029 0.0023 0.0031 0.0214 0.0212 0.0210 −0.0050
(0.0043) (0.0045) (0.0045) (0.0044) (0.0286) (0.0319) (0.0340) (0.0415)

Low BSCI −0.0739 −0.0682 −0.0760 −0.0682 −0.7219 −0.9431 −0.7824 −0.0124
(0.0270) (0.0379) (0.0398) (0.0388) (0.3084) (0.7845) (0.5549) (0.4858)

Interlock practice 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0086 0.0084 0.0070 0.0087
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0026) (0.0029) (0.0028) (0.0046)

Own practice 0.0031 −0.0183 −0.0184 −0.0183 −0.1210 −0.1583 0.0051 −0.5801
(0.0061) (0.0102) (0.0102) (0.0101) (0.0712) (0.0823) (0.0863) (0.1450)

ROA below AL 0.0023 −0.0017 −0.0018 −0.0136 −0.0052 −0.0199 −0.0027
(0.0021) (0.0026) (0.0020) (0.0141) (0.0216) (0.0159) (0.0325)

ROA above AL 0.0017 0.0014 0.0047 0.0256 0.0190 0.0421 0.0225
(0.0030) (0.0030) (0.0029) (0.0157) (0.0209) (0.0171) (0.0265)

BSCI below AL 0.0012 0.0007 0.0007 0.0033 0.0099 −0.0013 0.0282
(0.0010) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0073) (0.0094) (0.0080) (0.0133)

BSCI above AL 0.0054 0.0051 0.0053 0.0299 0.0393 0.0282 0.0473
(0.0021) (0.0022) (0.0022) (0.0133) (0.0144) (0.0157) (0.0280)

ROA below AL×BSCI below AL −0.0006 −0.0005 −0.0053 −0.0060 −0.0009 −0.0118
(0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0018) (0.0030) (0.0022) (0.0060)

Constant 0.1113 0.2554 0.2640 0.2453 −1.0522 −2.3687 −3.2474 1.7010
(0.0857) (0.0978) (0.0977) (0.0971) (0.6444) (0.8308) (0.7814) (1.1522)

N= 2,736 observations.

Alternative explanation 1: heterogeneity
in practices’ adoption

As research on corporate governance has shown
(e.g., Boivie, Graffin, and Pollock, 2012; Graffin,
Carpenter, and Boivie, 2011), there may be varying
costs of adopting specific sets of practices. Some
groups of practices might be easier to adopt as
a “window-dressing” strategy by companies who
want to appear responsive to external pressures.
This will happen to practices that are relatively
costless to implement or easy to reverse, yet the
other practices might be more difficult to adopt as
window-dressing strategy because they require con-
siderable commitment to board reform such that
they are either hard to reverse or are very costly to
implement. We would expect our results in Hypoth-
esis 1 to hold mostly for high-commitment prac-
tices that are costly to implement or hard to reverse.
Companies can think that these practices require
significant resources to consider and implement,
something that the poorly performing firm does not
have. Our practice fixed effects would not be able to

account for this because we control for the appeal
of individual practices and not of their broader
groups. To address this limitation, we re-coded our
dependent variable from a dummy into four cate-
gories. The first category is equal to 0 (Adopt= 0)
when the firm did not adopt a practice. This is our
baseline. The second category equals 1 if the firm
adopts board or director evaluation (Adopt= 1).
These are high commitment, costly to implement
process practices, because they usually involve hir-
ing external consultants who facilitate evaluation
processes. The evaluation itself is time consum-
ing, hence the board members have to use the time
that they would have otherwise had to oversee the
company for evaluating how their board functions
as a whole or how their peers function (Shipilov
et al., 2010). The third category contains low com-
mitment practices that should be easier to decou-
ple (Adopt= 2), as they involve relatively more
incremental actions that are not very expensive or
relatively easy to reverse. This category involves
nomination of independent board members to the
audit or compensation committees, avoiding option
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repricing, linking CEO compensation to share price
fluctuations, giving shares to directors as a part
of their compensation and avoiding dilution of
shares. The first two practices are relatively costless
because even when members of compensation or
audit committees are independent, their recommen-
dations can still be overturned by the board filled
with insiders. The final category (Adopt= 3) con-
tains high commitment structural practices that are
difficult to reverse for a firm that has no true com-
mitment to board reform, yet once adopted they
will push the firm toward more independence from
the insiders. These practices are splitting the chair-
man and CEO position, nominating 2/3 or more
of independent directors to the board and dropping
dual share structure. Given the categorical nature
of the dependent variable, we used a multinomial
logit estimator with clustering on the same-firm
observation. The results are reported in Models
6a–c. Model 6a shows that firms are less likely
to adopt process practices when both financial and
governance performance are below aspirations (the
interaction ROA below AL×BSCI below AL is
negative and significant (b=−0.006, SE= 0.003,
p= 0.048, CI95 (−0.0120−0.000)), Model 6c shows
that firms are less likely to adopt hard to reverse
structural practices under the same conditions (the
interaction ROA below AL×BSCI below AL is
negative and significant (b=−0.012, SE= 0.006,
p= 0.050, CI95 (−0.023 0.000)), in Model 6b we
see that the interaction of ROA below AL×BSCI
below AL is not significant. Hence, our results in
the previous models are driven by the firms’ resis-
tance to the adoption of high commitment gover-
nance practices that are either costly to implement
or hard to reverse, which is consistent with our
theorizing.

Alternative explanation 2: endogeneity

Given that we are interested in studying drivers
of governance practices adoption as a function of
firms’ positions on the rating and their profitability,
we need to rule out endogeneity. For example, there
may be variables that we did not code that affect
both adoption and profitability, hence we might
have an issue with omitted variable bias with an
unknown impact on the estimates related to Hypoth-
esis 1. To rule out these sources of endogeneity
we did a supplementary analysis that involved a
differences-in-difference (DID) framework.

The use of DID was based on the exogenous
shock of rating the firms belonging to the TSX
Index. There were many more Canadian publicly
traded firms that were traded on the Toronto Stock
Exchange, but did not belong to the Index. Hence
the Clarkson Center did not rate them. The shock
is predicated on the observation that the rating was
made public in 2003, but we also have collected
nonpublic governance scores starting from 2001.
Firms that received BSCI rating (i.e., firms com-
prising the TSX Index) are members of the treat-
ment group. Furthermore, our ratings data for these
firms from 2001 to 2002 (before ratings were publi-
cized) represent pretreatment period and the ratings
from 2003 onwards represent the post-treatment
period.

To construct the control group, we collected data
on a 72 publicly listed Canadian firms that were
not members of the TSX Index, but were active in
the same industries as the TSX Index member firms
and had roughly the same size. We went through
the proxy statements of these firms from 2001 to
2005 and coded their adoption of the governance
practices consistent with the criteria used for the
TSX Index member firms. This helped us compute
a “shadow” BSCI governance score for them; that
is, the score that they would have received had
they been on TSX Index and thus publicly rated.
The choice of the 2001–2005 time window was
predicated by the fact that the placement of the
BSCI score on the public website happened in 2003,
so we had data for both control and treatment group
before and after the treatment took place4. As in
the other analysis, we used a one-year lag of the
independent variables. The last time we observe
independent variables for this analysis is 2004,
which are used to predict the adoption of practices
in 2005. By including nonrated firms as a control
sample in a DID model, endogeneity caused by
variables common to nonrated and rated firms is
implicitly controlled for, even when these variables
are unobserved.

Effective implementation of DID requires that
factors allocating firms to treatment and control
groups are exogenous to the ultimate outcome—the
adoption of specific governance practices. In the
Appendix 3 in File S1 we explain why some

4 A relatively short time window around the publication of the
score helped ensure that the adoptions of rated firms were indeed
in response to the publication of the score and not to other factors
that were changing over time.
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Canadian firms are members of the TSX Index
whereas the others are not members of TSX Index
for reasons that are exogenous to their governance
practices. To summarize, Standard & Poor’s selects
firms to comprise the TSX Index such that the mem-
ber shares have the price dynamics representing the
Canadian economy as a whole. Specifically, shares
of firms in the TSX Index have to have a collective
beta of 1, whereas firms outside of the TSX Index
do not. The dynamics of the Canadian economy or
the variance/covariance of the firm’s share price to
other firms needed for S&P to calculate the beta is
outside of the control of each individual firm.

However, one might still argue that share price
dynamics evaluated by S&P could be reflective
of the companies’ corporate governance. In other
words, there is some concern that the firm selec-
tion to the TSX Index could be partly based on an
unknown and perhaps indirect impact of the firms’
governance regimes on their share prices. To rem-
edy this potential challenge, we followed the stud-
ies addressing similar issues (e.g., Aggarwal and
Hsu, 2014) by matching observations in our con-
trol and treatment groups based on the variables that
describe their governance regimes. Even when con-
trol and treatment groups are not random to begin
with, after matching they become as good as ran-
domly assigned with respect to the influence of vari-
ables on which the matching is done (Iacus, King,
and Porro, 2012). Once we account for endogeneity
based on governance, what’s left in DID estimation
is exogenous variation (with respect to governance
adoptions) between rated and nonrated firms.

As before, our unit of analysis is firm-practice-
year observation. To achieve similarity in the
observations included in the control and treatment
groups, we used Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM)
(Iacus et al., 2012). This is a method of prepro-
cessing data that allows us to arrive at a treatment
sample that is similar to the control sample. CEM
is gaining popularity in management research (e.g.,
Aggarwal and Hsu, 2014) and has been officially
qualified for clinical trials by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration5. The algorithm first creates
different strata based on all matched variables, into
which it classifies observations from the pool of
candidates. Then, based on these strata, it calculates
the weights that should be given to each member of
the control group in the regression analysis, based

5 http://gking.harvard.edu/cem.

on the similarity of this member to the members
of the treatment group. If the differences between
the firm-year-practice observation of the treatment
group and the firm-year-practice observation in the
control group are too large, the algorithm drops the
observation (Iacus et al., 2012). The drawback of
this approach is that we need to start with many
observations in the pool of candidates for the
treatment and control groups, as many of them are
likely to be left unmatched.

Appendix 4 in File S1 shows the results of our
matching and discusses why CEM is preferred
to its alternative: the propensity score matching.
We matched observations on Financial Sector, Ln
Assets, ROA, Low BSCI and Own Practices as well
as on the individual practices’ fixed effects. The
network variables (Centrality or Interlock Practice)
were not available because we used a random sam-
ple of nonrated firms and did not have a complete
network of their board interlocks, so we rely on the
omitted-variable control inherent in the DID analy-
sis to account for their effects. Firms in the control
sample were only listed in Canada, hence we did
not use the control Cross-Listing USA. Table in the
Appendix 4 in File S1 shows that while treatment
and control samples differed before the matching,
they became similar afterwards.

To do DID, we constructed two variables: Treat-
ment= 1 in firm-year-practice observations belong-
ing to the TSX member firms and 0 otherwise. The
other variable was labelled Post 2003 and it equals
1 for observations in 2003 and later; 0 otherwise.

One of the assumptions behind DID is that
the pretreatment adoption patterns show parallel
paths. We used the Mora and Reggio (2015) test
in STATA implemented as the DID estimation
under alternative parallel-q assumptions (“dqd”
command). The command calculates the test with
a null of the parallel paths based on the ancillary
regression in which year dummies are interacted
with the treatment dummy. Rejection of this test
indicates the violation of parallel path assumption.
The unmatched sample already fails to reject this
test (p= 0.17), and the matched sample has an even
weaker test result (p= 0.89), so the matched obser-
vations have parallel paths. Visual inspection of
adoption patterns before and after 2003 confirmed
the results of these tests.

Since our DID analysis used independent vari-
ables from 2001 to 2004, we had insufficient data
to estimate historic aspirations, as the formula
(1) is best estimated with longer time series of
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Table 3. Results of differences-in-difference analysis (2001–2005)

Model Model Model Model
1 2 3 4

Financial sector −0.012 −0.020 0.003 −0.096
(0.129) (0.129) (0.144) (0.975)

Ln Assets −0.001 0.002 −0.001 −0.008
(0.019) (0.018) (0.019) (0.124)

Own practice 0.013 0.011 0.009 0.055
(0.022) (0.022) (0.023) (0.140)

Treatment 0.129 0.065 0.019 0.104
(0.075) (0.081) (0.087) (0.621)

Post 2003 0.031 −0.069 −0.090 −0.597
(0.031) (0.046) (0.047) (0.364)

Treatment × Post 2003 0.130 0.171 1.105
(0.055) (0.065) (0.441)

BSCI above AL −0.005 −0.005 −0.004 −0.028
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.020)

ROA above AL 0.001 −0.000 0.002 0.025
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.020)

BSCI below AL 0.003 0.004 0.013 0.115
(0.003) (0.003) (0.006) (0.063)

ROA below AL −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.006
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.009)

BSCI below AL × 0.000 0.000 −0.009 −0.357
ROA below AL (0.000) (0.000) (0.003) (0.043)
BSCI above AL × 0.000 0.000 −0.000 −0.001
ROA above AL (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)
BSCI below AL × −0.012 −0.109
Treatment (0.007) (0.067)
ROA below AL × −0.001 −0.012
Treatment (0.005) (0.033)
BSCI below AL × 0.007 0.641
Post 2003 (0.013) (0.428)
ROA below AL × 0.006 0.090
Post 2003 (0.002) (0.037)
BSCI below AL × ROA below AL × 0.009 0.355
Treatment (0.003) (0.044)
BSCI below AL × ROA below AL × 0.011 0.392
Post 2003 (0.003) (0.049)
BSCI below AL × Treatment × −0.005 −0.626
Post 2003 (0.014) (0.428)
ROA below AL × Treatment × 0.001 −0.046
Post 2003 (0.010) (0.074)
BSCI below AL × ROA below AL × −0.010 −0.388
Treatment × Post 2003 (0.003) (0.049)
Constant 0.072 0.094 0.184 −1.516

(0.392) (0.383) (0.400) (2.726)

N=789 observations. Matched sample consists of 895 observations, but we drop observations following adoptions. Low BSCI is dropped
from the analysis as matching only retailed observations with Low BSCI = 0.

Corrections made on 12/19, after first online publication. Data in Table 3 has been updated. Due to a scaling error when merging control
and treatment samples, the ROA of all firms in the control sample was systematically underestimated by a factor of 10. Consequently,
matching weights were calculated incorrectly. This inflated standard errors and reduced the precision of coefficient estimates in the
previous version of Table 3. The data and the corresponding discussion of the effects in the paper have been corrected to reflect stronger
impact of ratings on governance adoptions.

performance and also a lead time before the obser-
vations that enter the data. Thus, we focused on
social aspirations. Table 3 reports the results of DID
analysis.

To facilitate interpretation of the interactions,
we estimate Models 1–3 using LPM—with stan-
dard errors clustering on the firm and including
the practice fixed effects. In Table 3, Model 1
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is a baseline, and Model 2 enters an interaction
between Treatment and Post 2003. Usually in
DID estimation, one is interested in the coef-
ficient estimates of this interaction in order to
determine whether the treatment has worked. This
interaction is significant (b= 0.130, SE= 0.055,
p= 0.019, CI95 (0.021 0.239)) suggesting that
rated firms on average improved their adoption of
ratings-consistent practices. However, our theory
requires a more complex effect, as we are interested
in examining the effect of the treatment on the
treated firms that perform low on both profitabil-
ity and governance aspirations. In Model 3 we
estimate a four-way interaction Treatment×Post
2003×BSCI below AL×ROA below AL on a
full sample. This allows us to observe whether
TSX member firms with a high score on BSCI
below AL×ROA below AL (i.e., those with poor
performance on both goals) are less likely to
adopt after treatment. A negative coefficient of this
interaction would support our hypothesis. We also
enter all lower level interactions. While relying
on a four-way interaction to test hypotheses is not
common in management research, it is common in
social psychology (e.g., Gillath and Shaver, 2007;
Seibt et al., 2008). In Model 3 the effect of the
Treatment×Post 2003×BSCI below AL×ROA
below AL is negative and significant (b=−0.010,
SE= 0.003, p= 0.003, CI95 (−.017 −.003)). This
also provides support for Hypothesis 1 because
the interaction between BSCI below AL×ROA
below AL can only take zero or positive values. The
negative effect supports our hypothesis and shows
that endogeneity is not affecting our results.

One should be careful using LPM for data with
binary dependent variables if the model generates
many out-of-range predictions, but Model 3 gener-
ated only 3.04 percent of out-of-range predictions,
which suggests that LPM can be used on our data.
As a robustness check, we still estimate a logit
model (Model 4), which shows the same results.

A four-way interaction is challenging to inter-
pret graphically, so we conducted a subgroup anal-
ysis to evaluate the economic significance of the
effects. Specifically, we examined how the proba-
bility of adoption would change according to dif-
ferent treatment conditions if we also changed the
values of BSCI below AL and ROA below AL
from their mean values to mean minus one stan-
dard deviation. Appendix 5 in File S1 summa-
rizes these analyses using the results from Model
3. When BSCI below AL and ROA below AL are

at their mean, the differences-in-difference effect
is positive (DID effect= 0.081). That is, being
rated increases the propensity that firms perform-
ing relatively poorly on both governance ratings
and profitability adopt rating-consistent practices.
This finding is consistent with the intention of the
ratings’ creators, who want to induce low-scoring
firms to adopt, although the magnitude of the effect
is perhaps less than they might expect. The results
replicate Chatterji and Toffel’s (2010) findings.
However, performing one standard deviation below
on both BSCI below AL and ROA below AL reverses
this effect: when firms perform so poorly on both
rating and profitability goals, the probability of
adopting practices decreases (DID effect=−0.89)
compared to the unrated firms. This again indicates
the large unintended effect on the rated firms pre-
dicted by Hypothesis 1.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We started our paper with a specific question: How
do firms respond to rating systems created to align
their behaviors with the preferences of external
stakeholders? The question is important because
there is a proliferation of reputational ratings in the
firms’ environment. In addition, existing research
produces conflicting results: in some settings firms
adopt practices to improve their score after receiv-
ing low ratings while in other settings firms resist.
We applied performance feedback theory and con-
siderations about goal conflict to explain firms’
reactivity to ratings as a function of their posi-
tion on the rankings and financial performance.
Our theory implies that, contrary to the expec-
tations, ratings can produce undesired behaviors
among poorly rated firms that also perform poorly
financially.

Our results showed that up to the level when the
firms perform only slightly low based on ratings and
profitability, there are indeed increases in the adop-
tion patterns following the ratings’ publication. We
take this as a replication of significant work by Chat-
terji and Toffel (2010). Yet, we went beyond the
available research and found support for our main
argument that firms that perform poorly financially
and receive low ratings are likely to retrench into the
behaviors that the ratings were supposed to discour-
age. Apparently, rating positions below aspirations
especially matter for rated firms with poor finan-
cial performance. And, under these circumstances
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low ratings produce the opposite response to that
desired by their creators. Thus, the study’s principal
discovery is that ratings do not represent an effec-
tive influence strategy for poor performing non-
adopters, despite the best intentions of the ratings’
creators.

We also found that firms looked more at their
peer group when determining appropriate reactions
to the external ratings than when they reacted to
deviations in financial performance. This further
confirms the socially constructed nature of ratings:
without social comparisons ratings are meaningless
to the organizations that are being rated. Finally,
our results are driven by firms resisting to adopt
practices that require a high degree of commitment
because they are either hard to reverse or costly to
implement, which is consistent with our theorizing.
Ultimately, firms appear to endogenously choose
the specific practices that they adopt or resist adop-
tion, just like Daines et al. (2010) have suspected.

Our theory and evidence significantly advance
research on ratings and help reconcile conflicting
findings. Specifically, Chatterji and Toffel’s (2010)
results suggest that low rated firms adopt ratings
consistent practices. Applying insights from our
study we should consider the possibility that this
finding may be driven by a pool of firms that did
not experience financial performance significantly
below aspirations. By the same logic, Elsbach and
Kramer’s (1996) key insights from their extensive
qualitative investigation should be tested against the
financial performance of the firms receiving low
ratings6. More generally, our study suggests models
of firm reactivity to external ratings will be more
predictive by considering financial performance.

The model we propose explains (1) which firms
are more likely to resist reputational ratings; and
(2) how firms form the aspiration levels for ratings.
The findings support the theory, and they show that
there is indeed reactivity to ratings (Espeland and
Sauder, 2007), but it is contingent on the choice
of resource allocation given the firm’s financial
performance. The theory has broad application to
the many ratings and rankings that are currently in
dispute, as various special-interest or stakeholder
groups seek to influence firms. It can be tested
further and used to predict firm responses to ratings

6 While the not-for-profit status of business schools does not allow
them to accumulate “profits” in the accounting sense, they still
have to generate revenues in excess of their costs in order to
sustain their operations.

that have varying levels of stakeholder and internal
decision maker agreement over the value of the
goals that the ratings promulgate.

Our findings contribute to performance feedback
theory. First, the finding that profitability below
aspirations led to less adoption for some firms
supports the theory that profitability overrides other
goals. The argument that firms organize multiple
performance goals in a hierarchy has seen little
empirical testing (but see Greve, 2008), although it
logically follows from the key assumptions of per-
formance feedback theory. Second, we have shown
that performance feedback based on profitability
acts as the moderating mechanism for the exter-
nally induced feedback based on reputational rat-
ings: when its profitability is low, an organization
that does not see the potential for significant reputa-
tion benefits from increasing its standing on a rating
views the adoption of ratings-consistent practices as
a costly behavior to be avoided. Thus, how firms
react to reputational considerations may be contin-
gent upon financial performance. Finally, we show
that firms assign different weights to social and his-
torical aspirations as a function of whether their per-
formance feedback is based on financial goals or
reputational ratings. Thus, scholars studying perfor-
mance feedback for nonfinancial goals should not
take (the assumed) equal importance of social and
historical aspirations for granted.

There are some limitations of the study. First, we
need to know if our results generalize to other set-
tings, especially to contexts where firms are faced
with two or more performance goals of which one
is profitability and the others are imposed by the
external stakeholders. Second, not all organizations
attend to profitability goals in addition to man-
aging their scores on ratings. While this is true
for profit-seeking firms, as in the study of Chat-
terji and Toffel (2010) or even business (Elsbach
and Kramer, 1996) or law schools (e.g., Espeland
and Sauder, 2007), which are expected to gener-
ate financially positive results, other organizations
might pursue only nonfinancial goals. Whether our
results would hold for other types of goals remains
to be seen.

In conclusion, our aim has been to advance
research on firm reactions to ratings by drawing
attention to the role of ratings score and firm prof-
itability as contingencies determining the reaction
patterns. The selective pursuit of reputation explains
persistent heterogeneity in the adoption of practices
that are advanced through ratings; firm profitability
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coupled with the firm’s initial position on the
ratings explains temporal variation in the rate of
adoption. We also hope to have advanced perfor-
mance feedback theory by introducing ratings as
an external goal and showing how ratings and the
corresponding aspiration levels have distinct effect
from performance on goals that are accepted by the
firm. The ideas and results presented in this paper
should become part of a solid foundation for an
investigation into firm reactivity to ratings, as well
as into the interplay of multiple internal and external
firm goals in determining change.
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